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Individual power over collective strength?

One of the most talked about phenomena in sport today is the growing power of the athlete and the 
sporting, commercial and social influence they can now command. While most sports remain a team 
game, it is increasingly the individual players that wield the real power – from the way the game is managed, 
to the way it is followed and consumed around the world.

A large driver in this rise of athlete power is the growth of social media and its capacity to enable direct 
communication between players and fans. Over the past decade, this connection has allowed players to 
control their own narratives and to build their own brands away from the teams they represent. In doing 
so, we now see many cases where the individual athlete commands a bigger audience on social media 
than the team, league or indeed sport they are involved with.

What does this shifting balance of power mean for the commercial future of sport? With players’ social 
reach outstripping those of their teams, could we face a situation where the financial growth of different 
sports is dependent upon a select few individuals rather than historically strong team brands?

For example, when speaking about Lionel Messi and his importance to FC Barcelona, new club President, 
Joan Laporta recently commented: “He makes much more money than he spends, much more. The ex-
pense of Messi constitutes eight percent of the overall revenue of the club, while he produces about 30 
percent of the revenue”. If nearly one third of FC Barcelona’s revenues come from Messi, what happens 
to the club if he leaves?

Such heavy reliance on individual players casts huge doubts over the sustainability of growth these players 
help create, and player power is already fundamentally altering the commercial axis in some sports, but, 
in this changing landscape, how do different sports compare? What are the different dynamics within 
teams and leagues? What is the real power of the modern athlete on social media and, perhaps more 
importantly, what is he/she looking to do with it? 

In “The Power of the Player” we attempt to answer these questions and understand how the balance of 
social media strength works across different teams, leagues and sports. We start by analysing the 
remaining 16 teams and their top 3 players* in this season’s UEFA Champions League to gauge the 
trends in football’s most followed club competition, before expanding our analysis to the world’s biggest 
sporting leagues, to see how football’s top competitions compare with the top US sports like NFL, NBA and 
MLB.

We hope you enjoy!

*NB. Throughtout this report, “Top 3 players” refers to a team or league’s top three players by accummulative 
audience across Facebook, Instagram, Twitter & YouTube.
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Total audience - UCL teams vs top 3 players

Real Madrid

Barcelona

Juventus

Chelsea

Liverpool

Paris Saint Germain

Bayern Munich

Manchester City

Atletico Madrid

Borussia Dortmund

Porto

Borussia Monchengladbach

Lazio

Sevilla

RB Leipzig

Atalanta

Team

242.8m

236.4m

97.3m

90.7m

88.1m

84.7m

82.7m

72.8m

28.6m

28.1m

7.1m

2.3m

2.3m

2.1m

1.5m

1.4m

Top 3 players

264.7m

406.6m

590.6m

34.5m

109.2m

352.4m

95.9m

90.3m

84.4m

46.6m

30.2m

1.8m

13.0m

27.5m

1.2m

1.6m

Ratio

1.09

1.72

6.07

0.38

1.24

4.16

1.16

1.24

2.95

1.66

4.25

0.8

5.64

13.08

0.83

1.15
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Top 3 most followed players 
have a greater audience but 
less that two times their club

TOP 3 < CLUB x2

Club has greater audience 
than its Top 3 most followed 
players

CLUB > TOP 3

Top 3 most followed players 
have more than twice the 
size of their clubs audience

TOP 3 > CLUB x2

AUDIENCE RATIO: TEAM V TOP 3 PLAYERS
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The global league dynamic

0.07
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0.14

0.28

0.38

0.49

0.64

0.72

2.65

3.17
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AUDIENCE RATIO: LEAGUE V TOP 3 PLAYERS

Comparison:  MLB v Serie A

In 7 out of the 10 leagues 
analysed, the audience of the 
top 3 players equates to a third, 
or more, of the combined 
audience total of the league and 
all its teams.

70% - 1/3 OR MORE

The combined audience of MLB’s top 
three players -  Mike Trout,  Bryoe 
Harper and Javier Baez is 7% the 
size of MLB’s audience.

The combined audience of Serie A’s top 
three players - Cristiano Ronaldo, Pablo 
Dybala and Zlatan Ibrahimovic is 317% the 
size of Serie A’s audience.

7% 317%
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Conclusions

Our analysis of the clubs remaining in this year’s UEFA Champions League show that only three have 
a social media audience greater than the combined total of their top three players, suggesting a lack 
of big-name stars relative to the club’s. size. Of the three, the positions of RB Leipzig and Borussia 
Monchengladbach can be explained respectively by their focus on emerging talent and lack of recent 
European success. Chelsea is the exception amongst the bigger teams due largely to recent departures 
of household names like Eden Hazard and David Luiz and an investment in younger, less established 
players as part of a push to rejuvenate the squad.

The “Ronaldo and Neymar” phenomenon where teams are dominated by the presence of mega stars is 
not just isolated to the likes of Juventus and Paris Saint Germain. We can see that the same domination 
replicated at “smaller” clubs like Sevilla or Porto, where players like Rakitic and Pepe, coming from 
Barcelona and Real Madrid respectively, have significantly larger audiences than their own teams.

When looking at different leagues and sports, it is clear that not all sports are created equal in terms of 
their individual players’ power and reach. In European football leagues, NBA and even F1, we can see that 
the athletes carry significant power in relation to their league and are often themselves drivers of fandom 
within specific teams / sports. Good examples of this phenomenon include the huge audience increase 
Juventus experienced when they purchased Cristiano Ronaldo or the variations in following experienced by 
NBA teams as LeBron James moved between the Cleveland Cavaliers, Miami Heat and LA Lakers. 

In these sports, we have also witnessed examples of greater “player power” where individual athletes 
have had greater impact on team/league decisions, whether that is influencing the sacking of coaches 
or causing games to be postponed, as they were last summer when NBA players led protests in the fight 
against racial injustice.

The situation is quite different in other American Leagues, where athletes’ social media audience dwarfs 
in comparison with their own teams and league. MLB, NHL and NFL all have more than six times the 
audience of their top three athletes highlighting a lack of dependence on individuals and a centralized 
commercial strength but also a lack of big name stars which could contribute to their global appeal. On 
the other hand there is Serie A, the Italian Football League who’s popularity is boosted by - but also 
increasingly dependent on - the presence of sporting icons like Ronaldo and Ibrahimovic. 

Of course, the different dynamics in player power can, to some extent, be explained by the indidivual 
sports’ rules and its place within the overall social fabric. For example, in the NBA where there are only 
five players per team on the court at a time, and a further eight on the bench, compared with NFL where 
there are 11 and 48 respectively, there is undoubtedly more scope for an individual to shine. Also, NBA’s 
more urban, more expressive culture around things like uniforms and player appearance, compared with 
a league like  MLB’s more traditional, more regulated approach clearly creates a culture where individualism 
– and the commercial potential of the individual – can flourish.

When viewed through the lens of social media audience, it is clear that different sports have different 
levels of individual athlete power, creating different challenges - and opportunities - for the sport’s rights 
holders to navigate. What is also clear is that a strong athlete needs a strong sport and vice versa. There 
is perhaps no better example of this than rise of Michael Jordan – as an individual he drove the Chicago 
Bulls to new heights; a strong leader who made his team stronger and who helped sparked the NBA’s surge 
in popularity around the world. Through his amazing feats on the court, he helped establish the Bulls as 
a global brand but, through his deal with Nike, he was also able to harness his own latent commerciality 
to create the immensely popular - and lucrative - Jordan brand which, continues to be relevant today.
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